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Abstract 
The paper explores the basic principles of “A Course in Theoretical Chinese Grammar” published in Russia as a schoolbook 
(2005, 2006). Theoretical Grammar is an obligatory course, and the challenge was to create a complete integral conceptual 
grammar: to show the essence of the language in its unity. And the main problem: existing courses are based on traditional 
approaches describing adequately the surface structures of inflectional languages, but not applicable for exploring the essence of 
isolative ones. Chinese syntax is primarily based on the Topic-Comment structures, and the understanding of this point may be 
viewed as conceptual basis of the language theory at all; Chinese morphology is “positional”: lexical units may fill Positions or 
“fluctuate” in a Range between several part-of-speech meanings. So the publishing and use of such course may not only improve 
the theoretical understanding of Chinese and the Language as whole, but also enhance the quality of teaching Chinese as a 
comprehensive university specialty. 
1. Sinologist as a result of education 
Up to year 2009 there have been five years’ university education in Russia intended for forming professionals; 
and now Russian universities switched totally to the bachelor's and master's degrees (4+2 years). And the question: 
“What will be a sinologist after years at a linguistics’ (or oriental linguistics’) faculty?” is still open. 
Some experts think (and that is a common point of view), that the practical knowledge of  contemporary 
Mandarin will be enough, some — ask for learning Classical Literary language Wenyan, “which only can form a 
real sinologist” (and it is no less popular view, especially among old professors). As a result, lots of graduates can 
speak Mandarin, but have nothing common with the texts full of Wenyan fragments, and vise versa, experts in the 
ancient language can not use spoken Chinese. And as for the dialects and the linguistic theory, very few scholars are 
interested in them at all. 
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From our point of view, new type of real (maybe, ideal) linguist-sinologist means knowledge of spoken language, 
translation skills, the ability to understand the grammar and vocabulary of Wenyan, the knowledge how to compare 
Chinese dialects. 
2. The Chinese language and main principles of its description 
The “Chinese language” which is commonly taught throughout the world (Mandarin = Putonghua in Mainland 
China / Guoyu in Taiwan) is an “ideal” version: the real Chinese is divided into many ascents and dialects often 
mutually incomprehensible; in Hong Kong till now a version of the Cantonese dialect has been believed to be the 
official “real Chinese” opposed to the Mandarin believed a dialect. So, teaching the Theory of Grammar, one should 
explain laws and rules of Mandarin (which goes without saying), but ought to take also into account the whole 
Chinese, covering: the present day Mandarin, the dialects and the Classical literary language Wenyan — as a unity, 
and all the levels of the language — as a unity too. 
So in the book we explained the basic rules of normative Mandarin, but also included patterns and rules from 
Wenyan and dialects when (and as more as) possible. 
3. The theoretical basis: Topic-prominence — in syntax and in general 
Chinese is a Topic-Prominent language, e.g. its syntax is primarily based on the Topic-Comment (T-C) 
structures. As for such structures in the world linguistics, there are two types of contradictions and 
misunderstandings: first, insufficient attention to the discrepancies between existing Given and New / Theme and 
Rheme and relatively new Topic and Comment (1976, version by Li and Thompson); second, no less insufficient 
attention to the T-C as general linguistics categories. 
What does it mean: to be a Topic-Prominent language?  It means that a typical speaker in a typical situation while 
speaking the national language will more likely prefer syntax strategy "T-C " rather than "Subject-Predicate" (S-P): 
simply saying, prefer This book, I like (it) than I like this book, and, in this case, This book will not be any "inverted" 
supplement (as lots of Soviet / Russian grammars said), but the main component of the clause, e.g. the Topic. The 
part after Topic describing it is the Comment. 
As for S-P structures, they are also used in Chinese and traditional practical grammars usually note that word 
order established in Chinese is SVO (Subject – Predicate – Object): 
 Wǒ hē qì shuǐ.  I drink soda water. 
But what is the difference between “European” subject and Chinese one in this case? There is no enough 
agreement of subject and predicate: in Chinese there are no singular / dual / plural forms of the nouns and verbs, no 
needless categories of person or gender — but the fact of SVO order in germ is presented. 
For example in Russian the same meaning is expressed by a clause: 
Я пью газировку. Ya pyu gazirovku. 
I (singular, first person) drink (singular, first person) soda (accusative or object case) water (accusative or object 
case). 
So, in spite everything, such sentences in Chinese are not enough S-P. According to Li and Thompson (1976), the 
languages in which the topic begins to appear in the agreement with or in the management by the predicate, — starts 
their moving towards a typology with the S-P- relations. 
What is the difference between “Given-New / Theme-Rheme” in the “European” sentences and the T-Cs?  
Theme and Rheme (T-R) were proposed by Vilém Mathesius, the first president of the Prague Linguistic Circle, in 
order to differ “formal” (S-P) and “actual” (T-R) divisions. 
For example, the basic formal syntax division: 
A stupid guy entered the room. 
A stupid guy – is the subject (or “group of subject”) 
Entered the room – is the predicate (or “group of predicate”). 
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But, as shown by the definite / indefinite articles, the actual division (or the “functional perspective”) is vise 
versa: the room is known, “given” and A stupid guy is new, so Theme = the room, and the Rheme = (Entered) the 
room; so / because that is the room which was really being described. And, for example, in The stupid guy entered a 
big room, the Theme and the Rheme will be swapped. 
So the Theme and the Rheme are categories which can or should be found out during the (linguistic) analysis: 
they are not “on the surface”, and, on the contrary, the Subject and the Predicate are “on the surface” but often do 
not correspond to the real communicative meaning or strategy. 
As for Topic and Comment, they are “on the surface” presenting both the real syntactic and actual division, so 
they always match the Theme and Rheme. That is just the reason why some linguists, especially in Russia, propose 
do not single out Topic and Comment, believing them to be just the different names for the Given and New. 
Let us present the whole real wide-ranging linguistic meaning of the Topic and Comment in order to explain the 
problem. 
As we mentioned before (Kurdyumov, 2005), several understandings can take place: 
syntax: parts of a sentence, the Characterized and Characterizing, with the predicative relation between 
them to be confirmed by speech act, usually opposed to S-P-structures (Li-1976): This book, I don’t like it; 
textual: Topic-controlled area goes beyond the sentence itself, topic-of-the sentence → topic of supra-
phrasal unit (SPU) (Li,1976; Yefremov,1987): This book, I don’t like it. Because it is complicated enough, hard to 
understand. I tried to read it twice, but unsuccessfully both times. I think, that the author of the book………; 
psycholinguistic:  any generation’s initial stage is formation of an elementary pair of T-C and any perception 
final stage is formation of an elementary pair of a T-C, which (in ideal) should (but does not) be equal to the initial 
one (Akhutina, 1989): mental T: THIS BOOK + mental C: Don’t Like  →→ a text with a textual T-C: This book | I 
don’t like; 
typological:  all the languages could be classified according the prevalence of either topic or subject in typical 
speech (Li, 1976): If I prefer This book, I don’t like rather than I don’t like this book, so my personal speech or my 
native language is Topic-Prominent; 
general, based on the above four: the universal language categories, existing at all levels and stages of language 
in the synchrony and diachrony, making circuit(s) during the generation and the perception, constantly transforming 
into similar or derivative isomorphic structures; T-Cs are linked by the predicative relation, which is basic for the 
language; and, probably, congenital ; so the Language / Communication can be presented as a circuit of T-Cs 
in synchrony and diachrony; most of others linguistic categories can be described as derived: the members of a 
sentence, the syntax positions, the parts of speech etc. 
So called Topic’s “themeness” is nothing more than divergence of the mental T-C and the surface S-P while 
generation – in the case of Subject-Prominence: a linguist searches for the T-Cs when they are not “on the surface”: 
most explorers usually analyze European languages and never deal with Chinese, Japanese etc. and know nothing 
about syntactic T-Cs, calling what they found the T-Rs (“Most sentences in English have two parts: a theme (or 
topic) and a rheme (or comment)” (McCarthy,1991, p. 55);  so the notion of Theme (result of the analysis) should be 
considered the secondary in relation to Topic (which is really “deeper”). 
Therefore, the T-C is the starting point for the description of Chinese grammar (comparable, to some extent, with 
the NP-VP in generative linguistics). 
4. Parts of speech: An eternal problem of Chinese linguistics 
According to Latin / Greek grammarians, parts of speech should be fixed by dictionary, e.g. should be expressed 
by different words. But the rule is broken even in English: different parts-of-speech meanings are often inside one 
dictionary article with only marks: noun, verb etc. In Chinese the situation is even more “unbridled”, and in Wenyan 
it is free absolutely (almost every word=morpheme=character can “travel”:     yī cí duō yì guī lèi):   dí 
is to attack, an  enemy, hostile, with enmity;  fēn is to divide, a part,  partial, partially; shén is a spirit, 
spiritual, spiritually, to spiritualize. 
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In present-day Chinese there are some restrictions for “travelling”, but morphological “freedom” is still much 
wider than in any European language. Even in reputable Chinese-Russian dictionaries translation of a lexical unit 
can be given as one part of speech, and examples — as another.  A suitable formulation: Chinese lexical units (not 
equal to “European” words) changes by parts of speech (as, for example, German nouns do it by cases), or: the 
parts-of-speech meaning is determined just by the position in a sentence and does not belong to the lexis. And the 
result of syntactic position is what we call morphological position. 
As for the morphological transitions, three types of them may be defined: occasional — when the resulting form 
is stylistically coloured and does not belong to the norm but is allowable by its meaning: kāfēi yī tang “to 
coffee”; 	fūqī yī tang “to spouse”; fixed — when a unit stably takes several positions;  it is most common 
in  the contemporary language: Zhōngguó China, Chinese; 
 jiànshè to build, a construction (as a process); 
 zài  to exist / to be situated in and in as a preposition; extra-fixed — when the initial and the resulting form are 
different by their sounding or writing, a way to form genuine homonyms:  èr two and èr to be the second, jiāo 
to teach and jiào a religion, huàfèi  to spend and huàfei  expenses, lìhài interests and lìhai strong / to be 
strong. 
Accordingly, three main categories describing parts-of-speech states may be proposed: route —unlimited 
possibility to fill in endless number of positions determined only by stylistics, but not restrained by the grammar; 
range or diapason — possibility of a lexical unit to “fluctuate”, to range between several (close / related) positions 
and “tints”; position — specific position in a sentence which determines part-of-speech meaning in any specific 
situation, it tends to be fixed (what, in fact, is still unachievable in contemporary Chinese). 
The range is a common form of movement / existence of lexical units in contemporary Chinese; for example, the 
most widely presented are: “noun → relative adjective”, “adjective → adverb”, “verb → preposition”, “qualifying 
adjective ↔ verb”, “verb   → [gerund]  → noun” , “noun → measure word” and many others. Following Polivanov 
(1930), we believe that there are participles, adverbial participles, gerunds, infinitives in Chinese — just as positions 
— which are universal for all languages (but are not surface in every language).  
The genesis of the parts of speech was apparently parallel to the formation of syntax positions. T-Cs fixed in a 
language gave possibility to form the noun and the verb / the predicative), then a number of relative positions were 
formed: the qualifying adjective — from the verb - directly or through the participle, the related adjective — from 
the noun; then occurred prepositions (from verbs-adverbial participles), measure words (from nouns), adverbs, 
negatives etc. As for interjections, they historically precede the noun and the verb being an undivided syntactic 
position combining the meaning of the whole sentence. The languages typologically can be divided into those in 
which the parts of speech are fixed in the lexis: Russian, German, Italian etc, and those in which the parts of speech 
appear only as positions. So the morphological processes in contemporary Chinese reflect diachronic processes in 
the Language at all. 
Thus, the main contradiction during creating the “Course..”: the book could not be based on well-known rules 
and laws inherent to the “inflective” Grammars; creating the theory of Chinese grammar one have to pass through 
himself existing theoretical and practical material revealing new regularities, re-opening the essence of the language. 
The next and related contradiction: how the necessity of abandoning some traditional points of view can be 
conveyed to students who are accustomed to “usual” grammars. 
And the main principle: to construct the grammar system covering all levels, versions and stages of a language — 
on the assumption that several elementary systemic terms and categories do exist and do form a basis for further  
description (e.g. the categories of the Topic and the Comment,  in this case). 
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